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ABSTRACT

Effects of Complex Formation of DNA with Positively Charged Polyamines and Polypeptides on
the Products of Oxidative Damage to DNA 2-Deoxyribose by Hydroxyl Radicals
by
Modeste N’neckmdem Tegomoh

It is known that histones and other DNA-binding polycations protect DNA from radiation
damage mediated by hydroxyl radicals. Until recently, this protection of DNA has mainly been
attributed to compaction and aggregation. It was hypothesized that chemical repair of DNA sugar
radicals by donation of hydrogen atom from polycations also significantly contributes to DNA
protection. To test this hypothesis, the relative yields of low-molecular weight characteristic
products of oxidation of DNA sugar were compared in X-irradiated samples of naked DNA and
DNA complexes with a number of polycations by using an HPLC-based method of DNA
damage product quantification. The variation in the percent contribution of the C1„ sugar damage
product ongoing from free DNA to DNA-polycations complexes is in agreement with the
hypothesis that chemical repair of DNA sugar radicals by donation of hydrogen atom from
polycations contributes to the overall DNA protection against hydroxyl radical-mediated
damage.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Oxidative Stress and DNA
In aerobic organisms, one of the most deleterious side effects of oxygenation is the
oxidation of important macromolecules. To some level, the oxidation of these molecules is
important to promote signaling processes which are necessary for the wellbeing of the organism.
However, the over-production of species capable of oxidizing biomolecules can be defined as a
stage of oxidative stress. This oxidative stress may occur as a result of exogenous and/or
endogenous factors such as UV light1, ionizing radiation2,3, and environmental pollution.4 The
most common oxidizing species are the reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are usually free
radical in nature. ROS including hydroxyl radicals (Ï OH), hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ),
superoxide radicals (O 2 Ï -), peroxynitrite (ONOO-), and nitric oxide (NO) have been shown to be
implicated in a number of pathologies such as inflammatory diseases, ischemia and
reperfusion5,6, neurodegenerative diseases (like Huntington’s disease4 and Alzheimer’s
disease4,7), cancers8, stroke9, respiratory diseases10, and aging processes.8
In this area of research, of all the biomolecules subjected to oxidative stress,
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) as the major hereditary unit is the most widely studied. The
interaction of DNA with ROS may lead to multitudes of oxidative modifications in DNA
including damage to the deoxyribose moiety of the sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA
double helix, nucleobase modifications within the DNA sequence, single- and double-strand
breaks (SSB and DSB, respectively), DNA interstrand crosslinks, and DNA-protein crosslinks.8
These modifications in DNA are usually easily repaired by cells under normal metabolic
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processes, but during oxidative stress, repair mechanisms are unable to cope with the volume of
lesions and some are left unrepaired. Other types of DNA lesions such as clustered lesions are
repaired slowly or irreparable. These types of DNA lesions usually consist of two or more
closely spaced strand breaks, abasic sites, or oxidized bases on opposing strands. The
accumulation of these leftover lesions and irreparable lesions (clustered DNA lesions) may lead
to the development of the disease conditions listed above. For example, in the specific case of
cancers, these unrepaired lesions in DNA are believed to be the precursor to oncogene activation
and tumor-suppressor gene inactivation, resulting in uncontrolled cellular growth
(tumorigenesis).11

Ionizing Radiation as an Important Source of Oxidative Stress
Radiation with a photon energy of more than 1216 kJ/mol (equal to the ionization of the
water molecule) is, by definition, referred to as ionizing radiation. The two major events that
usually occur when ionizing radiation interacts with matter are ionization and electronic
excitation. When a molecule M is ionized, an electron is removed and as a result, a positively
charged radical cation is formed:
M

+

h½

’

MÏ

+

+ e-

(1.1)

On the other hand, excitation is observed when ionizing radiation promotes an electron from an
occupied orbital to an empty higher energy orbital:
M

+

h½

’

M*

(1.2)

Ionizing radiation is one of the most important sources of oxidative stress in biological systems.
The ionization of water molecules or biomolecules is capable of producing oxidative species
including ROS which can induce oxidative damage in living cells2. Ionizing radiation has always
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been a part of the human environment. In addition to natural radiation sources present in the
Earth’s crust, cosmic and solar radiation; man-made sources also contribute to our unceasing
exposure to radiation.

Basic Mechanisms of Oxidative Damage to DNA by Ionizing Radiation
Traditionally, two types of radiation damage to DNA are recognized: the direct type of
damage which involves the direct ionization of DNA by ionizing radiation or the transfer of
electrons or holes to DNA from the DNA’s solvation shell, and the indirect type of damage
which involves the interaction of DNA with radicals produced by ionization of water molecules
or biomolecules in the surrounding medium. In model systems of aqueous solutions of DNA, like
the one we used in this research work, the DNA in solution is surrounded by water molecules
and the indirect effect dominates significantly over the direct effect. Hydroxyl radicals, Ï OH,
formed by water radiolysis are the major contributors to the indirect oxidative damage to DNA in
aqueous solutions. However, in biological systems, the nucleus matrix is made of different
organic molecules that are able to scavenge the hydroxyl radicals produced by ionizing radiation
and therefore to reduce the indirect effect. Despite this scavenging effect, the indirect effect is
estimated to contribute to about 60% of total DNA damage in vivo, with the direct effect
contributing about 40%.12

Direct Type Damage
Direct damage of ionizing radiation to DNA has been studied in dry samples of DNA.13-15
Dry DNA still contains some water molecules in its solvation shell. The solvation shell of DNA
consists of about 22 water molecules per nucleotide. Approximately 2.5 water molecules per
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DNA nucleotide are very tightly bound to DNA and are not removable even upon harsh
conditions.13 DNA hydration, Γ, is evaluated as the number of water molecules per DNA
nucleotide. Basically, one cannot detect Ï OH radicals at low DNA hydrations (Γ <8).14 This
means that in the first step of ionization, the hole produced in the DNA solvation shell transfers
to DNA. It is not possible to distinguish the products of DNA damage resulting from hole
transfer from the solvation shell and those resulting from the direct ionization of DNA. For that
reason, the direct-type of damage is usually considered to arise from direct ionization of DNA or
from the transfer of holes and electrons from the DNA solvation shell. It is therefore necessary
to view DNA and its solvation shell as a single target. This general idea can be described by the
equations below:
DNA

+

h½
e-

DNA +

DNAÏ

’
’

+

+ e-

DNAÏ

(1.3)
(1.4)

The direct-type of damage to DNA is not as widely studied as the indirect type damage partially
due to the difficulties of creating adequate model systems.

Indirect Type Damage
Because water constitutes about 70-90% of tissues by weight, the indirect effect is
generally described by the following equations:
+

+ e- (ionization)

H2O

+

h½

’

H 2 OÏ

H2O

+

h½

’

H 2 O* (excitation)

H 2 OÏ

+

+ H2O ’

H 3 O+ +

H 2 O* ’ HÏ + Ï OH
Ï

OH +

Ï

OH

’
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Ï

OH

(1.5)
(1.6)
(1.7)
(1.8)

H2O2

(1.9)

HÏ + O 2
HO 2 Ï ’

’

HO 2 Ï

H+ + O 2 Ï

-

(1.10)
(1.11)

The hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ), and the superoxide radical anions
(O 2 Ï -) produced here all contribute to the oxidative stress of DNA and therefore constitute the
indirect type of DNA damage by ionizing radiation. The electrons produced can interact with the
DNA creating a one-electron-gain center. Actually, both direct and indirect effects of ionizing
radiation produce a population of electron-gain (or one-electron reduced) and electron-loss (one
electron-oxidized) centers that undergo rapid chemical transformation due to their instability and
produce stable lesions. These stable lesions are further processed by cellular defense
mechanisms. In this research study, hydroxyl radicals were used as the major oxidizing agent.

The Hydroxyl Radical
The hydroxyl radical is a very powerful oxidizing species, with the reduction potential of
the couple Ï OH, H+/H 2 O equal to 2.73 V.16 As already stated above, this chemical species is
generated through the radiolysis of water, which is initiated by the excitation or ionization of
water (Reactions 1.5 and 1.6).17
+

The water radical cation (H 2 OÏ ) is a strong acid and can therefore rapidly lose a proton
to produce Ï OH radical and the proton will be hydrated to form H 3 O+ (Reaction 1.8). The
excited water molecule may undergo a homolytic bond cleavage to yield HÏ and Ï OH radicals
(Reaction 1.9). The hydroxyl radicals once produced, can react immidiately with species located
in close proximity to their zone of production, with the rate of difusion being the rate limiting
step in most cases. The rate constant for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with the sugar
17

molecule, glucose, has been determined to be 1.5 x 109 M-1s-1 at pH 7.518, which approaches the
generally accepted average diffusion rate constant of 1010 M-1s-1, confirming the idea that this
radical is so reactive that it will react with species immediately upon coming into contact with
them. Three major reaction types for Ï OH are known:17
1. The first type of reaction is addition to double bonds: The Ï OH is electrophilic and
can undergo addition reactions with unsaturated bonds, including C=C and C=N. In
the specific case of DNA, the addition reactions of hydroxyl radicals occur primarily
with unsaturated double bonds of the nucleobases. An example of such a reaction is
that culminating in the formation of 8-oxo-7-8-dihydroguanine (8-oxoG) which will
be discussed in detail below. A general reaction scheme illustrating the addition
reaction of Ï OH with a double bond is shown in Figure 1.

R1

R1

R2

R2
OH

OH

R3

R4

R4

R3

Figure 1: Electrophilic addition reaction of Ï OH to a double bond
This reaction is the most preferred reaction path of Ï OH due to its electrophilic nature.
2. The second reaction type of Ï OH is hydrogen abstraction: This is the second most
important type of reaction involving Ï OH. This is the abstraction of a H-atom from a
given species to form water, this process is very thermodynamically favorable
because of strong O-H bonds in the water molecule. For the specific case of DNA, the
H-atom is abstracted from the 2-deoxyribose, creating a 2-deoxyribosyl radical in
18

DNA. This reaction type of Ï OH with DNA is the focus of this research and will be
discussed further in subsequent sections. The general reaction scheme illustrating the
H-abstraction mechanism of Ï OH with any given species is shown in Figure 2.

R

H

+

OH

H-abstraction

R

+

H2O

Figure 2: The mechanism of H-abstraction by Ï OH
3. The last type of reaction Ï OH can undergo is electron transfer: despite its high
reduction potential (E[Ï OH, H+/H 2 O] = 2.79 V16), direct electron transfer is rarely
observed in Ï OH-reactions, and where it does occurs, intermediate complexes are
likely to be involved. Therefore, in most Ï OH-induced oxidations, short-lived adducts
must be considered as intermediates. In the specific case of DNA, this involves the
oxidation of nucleobases (specifically guanine). It is therefore evident that Ï OH
cannot be directly used for the study of one-electron oxidation reactions.

Types of Oxidative Damage to DNA: Sugar and Base Damage
The interaction of DNA with ROS can cause damage in DNA at the level of the 2deoxyribose moiety (sugar damage) or at the level of the nucleobase moiety (base damage). It is
commonly believed that sugar damage contributes for about 1/3 of the total DNA damage while
the base damage contributes the remaining 2/3 of the total damage.19 Sugar damage is usually
related to SSBs and DSBs, and these types of damage have been generally accepted as important
biomarkers for cellular DNA damage8. SSBs and DSBs are also considered to be mutagenic in
19

nature due to the possibility of base deletion, which can easily happen during natural repair
processes like non-homologous recombination8,9.

DNA Base Damage
Nucleobases are more prone to oxidative damage compared to the 2-deoxyribose moiety
due to their lower reduction potential. These oxidative base lesions can occur through the direct
and/or indirect effect of ionizing radiation, and whatever pathway taken, guanine is the most
affected due to its lowest reduction potential. The table below summarizes the standard reduction
potentials of DNA nucleosides, reported by Steenken et al.20 where E0 values are reported at pH
7 versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE).20

Table 1: The Standard Reduction Potentials for DNA Nucleosides20

E0, V

DNA nucleosides
Adenosine

1.42

Guanosine

1.29

Thymidine

1.7

Cytosine

1.6

As follows from the table above, oxidative base lesion occurs primarily on guanosine, leading to
a one-electron oxidation intermediate guanosine radical cation (GuaÏ + or GÏ +) and the positive
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charges introduced in DNA by this process are commonly referred to as holes.22 The GÏ + is a
stronger acid (pKa = 3.9, experimental; and 3.6, calculated23) than G itself (pKa= 9.524) and at
physiological pH, it quickly (k ~ 2.0 x 106 s-1 25) undergoes deprotonation to form G(N 1 -H)Ï or
simply GÏ . The GÏ radical is so unstable that it has not been detected at room temperature24 and
it decays rapidly in the 120-230 K temperature range.26 It is therefore hypothesized that GÏ
undergoes a second one-electron oxidation to form the carbocation G(N 1 -H)+. 23,24 The resulting
carbocation can undergo a nucleophilic addition reaction with water to produce 8-oxoG. Another
proposed idea is that, GÏ + can react with water to form G(OH) Ï radical and that this radical can
proceed down one of two pathways: a second one-electron oxidation to form 8-oxoG27,28 or a
one-electron reduction to form 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-formamidopyrimidine (FapyG).29,30 A
summary of these oxidation processes may be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Reactions and products of guanine oxidation. This scheme is adapted from a similar
scheme found in Close et al.24

8-oxoG is commonly used as a biomarker for oxidative stress in vivo.31-33 Elevated
levels have been found in a number of tissues, such as in the lung34,35 of those working or living
in areas with high doses of oxidative stressors, like asbestos fibers36,37, exhaust from diesel
engines38 and environmental pollution.39 Some other oxidative stressors include heavy metals
and metalloids40, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons41-43, and benzene, styrene, and
organoarsenic.38
The standard reduction potential of 8-oxoG (0.74 V versus NHE44) is even lower than
that of the parent G making it easily oxidizable compared to the DNA nucleobases. For this
reason, some research groups have used a number of oxidizers such as peroxynitrite, iridium
hexachloride anion ([IrCl 6 ]-), singlet oxygen (1O 2 ), and the dichromate anion ([Cr 2 O 7 ]2-)45 in
22

order to identify other species that can be used in combination with 8-oxoG as biomarkers of
oxidative stress in cell. The products of this further oxidation of 8-oxoG have been identified in
vitro,45 and due to its low reduction potential, oxidizers that are even less potent than Ï OH,
including carbonate radicals (E0=1.59 V46), and organic radicals such as
alkylhydroperoxyradicals (E0=0.9 V) are all capable of oxidizing this G adduct yielding different
compounds. Some of these oxidized products of 8oxoG include imidazalone (2,5-diamino-4Himidazol-4-one), oxazalone (2,2,4-triamino-1,3-oxazol-5-one), cyanuric acid45, and 1,3,5triazepane-2,4,6,7-tetrone.47,48 Their structures are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Some oxidation products of 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (8-oxoG)45,47,48

DNA Sugar Damage
2-deoxyribose (Figure 5) is a 5-member ring structure which, together with
phosphodiester groups, forms the backbone of the DNA macromolecule. Upon reaction with the
2-deoxyribose moiety of DNA, ROS in general and Ï OH in particular, can abstract hydrogen
from the five carbon positions present, leading to the formation of a 2-deoxyribosyl radical.
Sugar lesions occur predominantly at the C1´, C4´, and C5´ positions with an insignificant
contribution from the C2´ and C3´ positions likely due to the lesser stability of the 224

deoxyribosyl radicals formed upon hydrogen abstraction from these positions.49 The relative
stability of the radicals formed was computed by Colson and Sevilla at the ROHF/3-21G level of
theory and gave the following trend: Ï C1´> Ï C4´ > Ï C5´ ~ Ï C3´ > Ï C2´. The stability of the C1´
and C4´ are very important due to their involvement in base release and strand breaks,
respectively.50 Structures of the possible radicals formed by hydrogen abstraction from 2deoxyribose are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Structure of the 2-deoxyribose of the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA
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The studies of DNA damage by ROS rely much on the question of which DNA sugar
hydrogen is preferentially abstracted, and a lot has been done by the Roginskaya group51-54 and
other research groups on the subject. As in many research areas, a lot of controversy exists with
this subject, but the most important thing to note is that the nature of DNA oxidative lesions
depends strongly on the position where hydrogen abstraction occurs on the 2-deoxyribose.
Based on the large amount of work that has been done on this field, it is commonly thought
that DNA sugar damage occurs through the combination of three major routes: C1´, C4´, and C5´
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sugar hydrogen abstraction by ROS. Water constitutes the highest percentage by weight of our
body and as a result, hydroxyl radicals are considered the most important ROS in biological
systems; This radical preferentially oxidizes the DNA sugar in the specific order: C4´ > C1´ >
C5´ >> C2´ ~ C3´.51-55 The question of which pathway dominates over the other is governed by
the combination of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters: the thermodynamic preference of
hydrogen abstraction from each position of the 2-deoxyribose follows the order C1´ > C4´ > C2´
> C3´ > C5´50,56 and the kinetic preference, which is governed by the solvent accessibility,
follows the order C5´ > C4´ > C3´ ~ C2´ ~ C1´. This kinetic preference or solvent accessibility
parallels the interaction of the corresponding hydrogen with hydroxyl radicals.49

C1´ Pathway. This pathway is involved when a radical is created on the C1´-carbon of
the parent sugar due to the abstraction of the corresponding hydrogen by hydroxyl radicals. As
already stated above, the C1´ hydrogen is not very accessible, primarily due to the fact that it is
deeply buried in the DNA minor groove, so that solvent accessibility and therefore hydroxyl
radical accessibility is limited in this area.49 The accessibility of the C1´ hydrogen becomes even
more critical when minor groove-binding molecules bind to DNA. The formation of the C1´
deoxyribosyl radical is followed by oxidation to form a carbocation or a peroxyl radical, which
then undergoes fragmentation to produce a superoxide radical anion and a carbocation at the C1´
position. The carbocation produced by either of the two pathways then undergoes a nucleophilic
addition reaction with water and the reaction is accompanied by the release of an unaltered
nucleobase (termed free base release and denoted FBR). The resulting intermediate, 2deoxyribonolactone (dL), is relatively unstable and will undergo ² - and ´ -elimination of 5„-
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phosphate and the 3„-phosphate upon heating or at basic pH to form 5-methylenefuran-2-one (5MF). This reaction scheme is summarized in Figure 7.
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C5´ Pathway. This pathway is involved when a radical is created on the C5´-carbon of the
parent sugar moiety due to hydrogen abstraction at this corresponding position. This position is
highly accessible to attack from the bulk, and the two hydrogen atoms attached to the C5´-carbon
are very vulnerable to hydrogen abstraction by hydroxyl radicals. Although these two hydrogen
atoms are accessible from the minor groove of the DNA double helix, one of them is more
accessible to solvent molecules due to its orientation away from the groove toward the solvent,49
which is the reason why this hydrogen is the primary target of hydrogen abstraction by hydroxyl
radicals at this position. Pathways involving the abstraction of hydrogen from the 5„-position
have been proposed for DNA scission mediated by enediyne antibiotics, Fenton-generated
hydroxyl radicals, gamma radiolysis, cationic metal porphyrins, and the hydroperoxyl radical
(•OOH).49
After the abstraction of the 5´-hydrogen by a hydroxyl radical, the resulting C5´deoxyribosyl radical can undergo a second one-electron oxidation to yield an intermediate
carbocation, which can undergo a nucleophilic addition reaction with water to produce a
hydroxylated C5´position. The hydroxylated C5„-position then undergoes 5„-phosphate
elimination to yield an oligonucleotide of 5„-aldehyde (5„-Ald), which can then undergo FBR
and 3´-phosphate elimination to generate furfural (Fur). The reaction scheme of this process is
summarized in Figure 8.
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C4„ Pathway. This pathway involves the abstraction of hydrogen from the C4´-carbon of
the 2-deoxyribose of the DNA, leaving behind a C4„-deoxyribosyl radical. The relatively high
accessibility of this site makes it a potential target for DNA-cleaving molecules.49 Systems
involving ionizing radiation, methidiumpropyl(EDTA)•Fe(II), Fenton-generated hydroxyl
radicals, and several drugs (including bleomycin, calicheamicin, neocarzinostatin, elsamicin A,
and C1027) have been proposed to undergo 4„-hydrogen abstraction to yield DNA damage.49
A mechanism relying on the alkyl phosphate and ribose 5´-phosphate chemistry, and
independent of the presence of oxygen was proposed by the von Sonntag research group.57 Based
on this proposed mechanism, an alkyl radical created adjacent to a phosphate ester undergoes a
nucleophilic addition reaction with water followed by -elimination of phosphate.49 On DNA
model systems, von Sonntag et al. extrapolated this proposed mechanism and hypothesized a C4´
radical was formed followed by elimination of one or both phosphate group(s).49,57 In addition to
this model, a radical cation intermediate is formed followed by hydrolysis and release of a
proton.49,58,59 The lone pair of electrons on the oxygen atom in the ring is believed to stabilize
this radical.49,59 This proposed mechanism was also observed in model systems by Giese et al.,60
where the final product formed is dependent on whether the nucleophilic addition reaction with
water occurs at the carbocation center or the carbon-centered radical.
The C4´ pathway is commonly accepted as the main contributor to DNA immediate
strand breaks caused by radiation-induced hydroxyl radical formation. This pathway is assumed
to contribute about 50% of all immediate strand breaks in aqueous solution of DNA,61 as
opposed to the ~20% initially proposed by Balasubramanian et al.62 This pathway may be
divided into two pathways: malondialdehyde formation (not included in this research study) and
formation of a C4´-oxidized abasic site (C4´-OAS).
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Although it was first identified in c-irradiated aqueous solution of DNA63,64, C4´-OAS
has also been identified as a product of bleomycin-facilitated anaerobic DNA cleavage.65-71 The
formation of this lesion has been shown to induce DNA-DNA cross-linking reactions72-74, and
the result of this cross-linking is the blocking of DNA replication and repair75,76, which increases
the mutagenic potential for the C4´-OAS.
Fluorimetric assays performed by Dhar et al.77 found the yield of C4„-OAS in DNA to
be 27.5% of all radioinduced aldehyde-reactive probe (ARP) carbonyl groups, while gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) techniques used by Chen et al.78 found the C4„OAS to be only 3% of all 2-deoxyribose damage. The controversy observed in these two data
sets is informative on how much is still not known concerning the role of C4´-OAS in radiation
induced oxidative damage to DNA. The procedures used by these two research groups rely on
multiple calibration curves, and require calibration using well-characterized authentic
oligonucleotides containing chemically incorporated C4„-oxidized abasic sites.54
A proposed mechanism for the formation of a C4´-OAS shown in Figure 9 was
suggested by the Roginskaya54 research group. A C4´-deoxyribosyl radical can undergo a
nucleophilic addition reaction with oxygen to produce a peroxyl radical, which proceeds through
an unknown mechanism to give C4´-OAS. It is also possible for the peroxyl radical to undergo
elimination of a superoxide radical to form a C4´-deoxyribosyl carbocation that can undergo an
elimination reaction in the presence of water to form the C4´-OAS.
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Quantification of the DNA Sugar Damage Products Using HPLC
An HPLC-based method of qualitative and quantitative analysis of DNA sugar damage
products was earlier developed by the Roginskaya research group.51-54 The methodology is based
on the idea that the oxidized DNA lesions can undergo fragmentation of the 2-deoxyribose ring
by catalytic and/or heat treatment to give characteristic low-molecular weight products that may
be identified and quantified using HPLC. These characteristic low-molecular weight products are
unique to the precursor 2-deoxyribose lesion, and the strand break resulting from this
fragmentation is usually accompanied by a release of an unaltered free DNA base.

Characteristic Low-Molecular Weight Products Resulting from the C1´ and C5´ Precursor
Lesions
The reaction that leads to the formation of C1´ and C5´ products from precursor lesions,
as shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively, is catalyzed by species with Lewis acid properties (in
this work, spermine, polylysine (polyLys), poly(lysine, tyrosine) (poly(Lys, Tyr)), or
polyarginine (polyArg)). This reaction condition was optimized by the Roginskaya research
group51-53 and steady state concentrations of both 5-MF and Fur were obtained after 25-30 min of
heating in the presence of a cationic form of polyamine/polypeptide. These species, with Lewis
acid properties, are necessary to stabilize the negative charge on the phosphodiester groups of the
DNA backbone in other to facilitate the fragmentation process and cause the elimination of these
aforementioned groups. The reaction for the formation of 5-MF from (dL) is shown in Figure 10
and the reaction that leads to the formation of Fur from 5´-Ald is shown in Figure 11.
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Characteristic Low-Molecular Weight Product Resulting from the C4´ Precursor Lesion

Lac Formation. The C4´-OAS DNA lesion can undergo a nucleophilic substitution
reaction with a primary amine under neutral or slightly acidic conditions to produce Nsubstituted 5-methylene-” 3-pyrrolin-2-ones (which is referred to in this work as simply Lactam
or Lac). The exact structure of the product form is specific to the primary amine used in this
reaction. Depending on the primary amine used, the yields have been shown to be greater than
75%79-81, and the resulting lactams are easily quantified using HPLC equipped with a UV
detector, due to their relatively strong absorption below 350 nm.79,82
The measurement of Lac allows us to give a rough estimate of the contribution of the
C4´-pathway in radiation damage to DNA. The primary amines that were used in this work
include: glycine, putrescine, and ethanolamine. In addition to their small and hydrophilic nature,
these amines are not retained in reverse-phase separation conditions. They also create a slightly
acidic condition optimal for the derivatization process. The choice of these amines was based on
the problem at hand, and also, due to the close similarities in their structures, there is no
significant variation in the extinction coefficient of the lactams formed. The reaction between
C4´-OAS and a primary amine is shown in Figure 12.
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DNA in Biological Systems
The DNA in somatic cell nuclei is tightly packaged by histones and a large variety of
non-histone proteins to form a complex structure called chromatin. It is commonly thought that
these proteins confer about 10,000-fold compaction of DNA in chromatin compared to free
DNA.83 This compaction of DNA in chromatin starts by the formation of a nucleosome core
particle (NCP). NCPs have been well characterized structurally through X-ray crystallography84
and various additional thermodynamic and biophysical methodologies.85,86 A NCP consists of
146-147 base pair (bp) of DNA wrapped 1.75 turns around an octamer built from two copies
each of histones H2A, H2B, H3, and H484-86 (this structure is commonly described as “beads on
a string”). The H1 histone, called the linker-histone, lies between each NCP on a chromosome
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linker region of DNA between 20 and 100 bp in length. This description of chromatin can be
seen in Figure 13 below.

Figure 13: Structural features of DNA-histones and non-histones proteins complex.87 Used with
permission from Jeanne Kelly, Aardvark Designs, and the National Cancer Institute.

During vertebrate spermiogenesis, however, the majority of the histone and other nonhistone proteins associated with DNA are replaced by arginine-rich oligopeptides called
protamine.88 This protamine-association of DNA allows for its tighter condensation and makes
the DNA resistant to nuclease digestion and other DNA-altering agents.89 Some mammalian
sperm cells contain two different types of protamine, usually referred to as protamine I and II.
Protamine I has a relatively conserved amino acid sequence among mammals, and is present in
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all mammalian sperm cells. The protamines of other vertebrates, such as fish, are similar to the
protamine I of mammals. Protamine II is less conserved and is found only in some mammals
including humans.89 Protamines from fish and mammalian protamine I are the focus of most
studies regarding DNA condensation by protamines, primarily due to the fact that protamine I is
more widely distributed than protamine II and also because organisms from which sperm cells
are commercially available do not contain protamine II (examples include salmon).
In DNA-protamine complexes, positively charged arginine residues in protamine interact
with the negatively charged phosphodiester backbone of the DNA. Such interaction minimizes
the repulsion within the DNA backbone, making it possible for this macromolecule to double
pack and fold up on itself and therefore creating the highly compact and tightly bound toroids.89
Although it is not doubted that the interaction between protamine and DNA is electrostatic, there
is no published structure which would give a clue as to precisely how the positively charged
basic residues in protamine are aligned with the negatively charged phosphate groups in DNA.
Nevertheless, mammalian sperm chromatin may be divided into three major structural domains:
(I) the vast majority of sperm DNA is coiled into toroids by protamines90, (II) a much smaller
percent remains bound to histones91-95, and (III) the DNA is attached to the sperm nuclear matrix
at matrix attachment region (MARs).96,97 Figure 14 shows the replacement process and the
plausible DNA-protamine complex.
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Figure 14: Mature sperm DNA organization and its most important features.98 Creative
Commons License

Other plausible DNA condensers include positively charged polyamines (PCAs),
namely spermine, spermidine, and putrescine (structures are shown in Figure 15). These are
small organic cations present in the nucleus of all eukaryotic cells in millimolar concentration
ranges.99 They are biosynthesized by enzymatic decarboxylation of the amino acids ornithine and
arginine by the enzyme ornithine decarboxylase (ODC).100 It has been hypothesized that due to
their high affinity with the anionic sites of nucleic acids, the polyamine’s primary role is to
stabilize and condense DNA.101 This idea is based on the fact that during DNA replication (DNA
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is free of histones or protamines during this process), ODC is synthesized in a burst at the end of
the G 1 phase, just before the S (synthesis) phase, and then is rapidly degraded102, indicating the
crucial role of these polyamines during this process. They have also been found to participate in
several essential metabolic processes such as regulation of RNA transcription, specific gene
expression, and the progression of the cell cycle.100
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Figure 15: Structures of biologically important polyamines
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Radioprotection of DNA by Histones, Positively Charged Polypeptides, and PCAs
The idea of DNA radioprotection was brought up a long time ago in combination with the
recognition that DNA, as the major hereditary unit of the cell, is the critical target of ionizing
radiation. Knowing the mechanism of this protection is critical, especially for clinical radiation
therapy, since it is necessary to reduce damage to the normal tissues while causing maximum
damage to cancerous cells.103
Radiosensitivity of DNA, estimated as the yield of double strand breaks (DSBs) was
shown to increase on going from intact cells to isolated DNA with partially stripped chromatin
being intermediate in this order.104,105 The removal of histones from cellular chromatin leads to a
40-80-fold increase in the yield of DNA strand breaks produced upon irradiation, suggesting that
the association of histones with DNA to form nucleosomes and higher-order chromatin structures
plays an important role in the radioprotection of DNA.106-108
Positively charged oligopeptides such as oligolysines109 and PCAs105,110-112 which mimic
histones in the mode of DNA binding, have also been shown to protect DNA in completely or
partially dehistonized chromatin. Incubation with the polyamine spermine has been shown to
protect viral DNA from the induction of strand breaks at levels comparable to those provided by
the organization of DNA into compact nuclear chromatin.110,113,114 The mechanism of protection
of DNA by these DNA-binding proteins and/or PCA remains poorly studied.

Protection Against the Direct Effect of Ionizing Radiation
The direct-type damage results from the direct ionization of DNA or transfer of electrons
or holes to DNA from its solvation shell. Although a significant amount of information exists
concerning the direct-type damage of DNA, very little is known about the protection effect of
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histones and non-histone proteins against. A paper published in 2006 by Roginskaya et al.,15
plausible mechanism of radio-protection of DNA from the direct damage by histone-mimicking
PCP complexes using such PCP’s as polyLys, polyArg, and polylysinetyrosine (poly(Lys,Tyr))
was proposed. Approximately a 2.5-fold, 2.3-fold, and 1.8-fold average protection of DNA in
dry films (Γ = 2.5) from the direct-damage by polyLys, poly(Lys,Tyr), and polyArg, respectively
was observed. They attributed this DNA radioprotection to the conformational changes of DNA
secondary structure induced by PCPs and/or to the repair of DNA by hydrogen atom transfer
from PCPs to DNA.

Protection Against the Indirect Effect of Ionizing Radiation
The attack of DNA by radicals produced in the surrounding milieu by ionizing radiation
constitutes the indirect effect of ionizing radiation on DNA. The hydroxyl radical produced by
the radiolysis of water was the radical of interest in this research study. A lot of work has been
done to understand the plausible mechanism of protection of DNA by proteins and soluble
nuclear components against Ï OH induced damage. Various mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the protection afforded by DNA-binding proteins and soluble nuclear components
against Ï OH-induced DNA damage. At least four mechanisms are known: 1) Ï OH scavenging, 2)
positively charged polypeptides and/or polyamines induced compaction and aggregation (the
PICA effect), 3) repair of DNA by electron transfer, and 4) repair of DNA by hydrogen atom
transfer. While most of research has been focused on the first two mechanisms, several research
groups reported some evidence of the third mechanism. The fourth type of radioprotection has
been neglected in publications.
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OH Scavenging. Since the oxidative damage to DNA from the indirect effect of ionizing

radiation occurs predominantly from Ï OH, scavenging of this radical by proteins and/or soluble
nuclear components is important for DNA radioprotection. Because of the very high reactivity of
hydroxyl radicals as hydrogen abstractors, they will react indiscriminately with H-donors at
diffusion-controlled rates.61,115 For this reason, hydroxyl radicals travel very short distances
before reacting with their targets. Therefore DNA in biological systems appears to be
significantly protected from the damage by Ï OH by a large variety of soluble bioorganic
molecules (sugars, amino acids, and thiols) present in the nucleus in millimolar concentrations.
This type of scavenging of Ï OH by soluble bioorganic molecules is termed “scavenging in the
bulk”. The term is usually used to refer to the process by which molecules scavenging Ï OH are
not tightly associated with DNA (they have low binding affinity to DNA). Scavenging efficiency
of Ï OH by soluble organic components in this case is therefore highly dependent on the
scavenging capacity and on the concentration of these scavengers in the bulk solution.116
The other type of Ï OH scavenging process is scavenging by molecules that are tightly
associated with DNA (molecules with relatively high binding affinity to DNA). These molecules
include histones and non-histones proteins, PCPs, protamine (both I and II), and such PCAs as
spermine, putrescine, and spermidine. These molecules not only protect DNA by reducing its
surface accessibility to Ï OH due to DNA condensation, but also afford DNA radioprotection by
scavenging Ï OH radicals in close proximity to DNA.
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PICA Effect. It was mentioned in a review by Pogozelski and Tullius,49 that the
efficiency of Ï OH-induced damage to DNA correlates with the accessibility of this species to
DNA.49 In other words, DNA in its condensed form (like in chromatin) is less likely to be
damaged by Ï OH due to reduced accessibility of the attack sites in the condensed structure.117 It
is also well documented that DNA aggregation (multiple DNA molecules are bound together)
occurs when about 90% of the phosphate groups are neutralized.118 This aggregation can also
lead to reduced accessibility of some attack sites in DNA. All these correlate with the findings by
Newton et al.,114 where they performed an experiment with PCAs including putrescine and
spermine with the hope of extrapolating the results of their findings to histones and non-histone
proteins. They found that at physiological ionic strength, and polyamine concentrations below 1
mM, the protection afforded to DNA by spermine or putrescine was equivalent. Protection of
DNA in this concentration range was attributed to the capacity of both polyamines to scavenge
radiation-induced radicals. At concentrations above 1 mM, spermine provided significantly
greater protection of DNA than putrescine. Since within this concentration range polycationic
polyamines such as spermine condense DNA119-121, the enhanced protection of DNA in this
higher concentration range was attributed to the capacity of spermine to bind to and to aggregate
DNA. Thus polyamine-induced compaction and aggregation of DNA (the PICA effect) protects
DNA from damage by reducing the surface accessibility of DNA to radiation-induced radicals.
Newton et al.109 extended their research to oligolysines, with the intention of using
systems that are structurally more closely related than other ligands to naturally occurring DNA
condensing agents such as histone proteins. The result of their experiment suggests that
oligolysines, such as trilysine, with a total charge of +3, do not condense DNA, and as a result,
behave similarly to putrescine with radical scavenging being the predominant mechanism of
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protection of DNA. Also, as the chain of the oligolysine was increased, DNA protection was
enhanced109. This enhanced protection was attributed to the PICA effect.

DNA Radioprotection by Electron Transfer from Proteins to DNA. Oxidative damage to
DNA can lead to the removal of a single electron from a nucleobase resulting in the formation of
an electron-deficient site, or hole. A hole generated in DNA is expected to quickly localize at the
nearest purine bases, guanine (G) or adenine (A), which have lower oxidation potentials than
pyrimidine bases.122 Thus, the radical cation state GÏ + or (less likely) AÏ + is generated. As the
rate of irreversible trapping of the hole due to its reaction with polyamines123, water, oxygen, and
other species is relatively slow122,124, the hole migrates within DNA using G and A
nucleobases.125 In protein-DNA complexes, an amino acid residues, X, that has a lower oxidation
potential than G and A, can act as electron donor (or equivalently hole acceptor) retrieving the
native state of a nucleobase B from its radical cation.126

BÏ + + X ’ B + XÏ +

(1.13)

This possible electron transfer reaction should prevent possible damage to DNA. The low
standard reduction potentials of tryptophan (1.0 V)127 and of tyrosine (0.9 V)128 make the repair
of GÏ + (1.3 V)127 feasible as has been observed for different systems in aqueous solution,129-131
and for DNA-tripeptide complexes.132-134 Furthermore, the charge transfer in DNA-tripeptide
(Lys-Tyr-Lys) complex was probed using flash-quench experiments, and the transient absorption
spectroscopy gave a spectrum with a sharp maximum at 405 nm assigned to the tyrosine
radical.132 It was suggested that this radical was formed through charge transfer from a guanine
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radical in DNA, since the increase of the 405 nm signal occurred with the same kinetics as the
decrease of the guanine radical peak, as monitored at 510 nm.132
The influx of electrons and efflux of holes from protein to DNA in dry or hydrated
chromatin X-irradiated at 77 K was observed by Weiland and Hüttermann.135 An approximately
two-fold net increase in radical concentration in DNA in dry chromatin was observed as
compared to DNA alone, with an increased contribution of electron-gain centers (pyrimidine
radical anions) and reduction in electron-loss centers (GÏ +) in DNA in dry chromatin135. These
findings support the hypothesis that chromatin components protect DNA from oxidative damage.

DNA Radioprotection by Hydrogen Transfer from Proteins to DNA. The hypothesis of
repair of DNA deoxyribosyl radicals by hydrogen transfer from protein in DNA complexes with
histones and histone-like polycations has been mentioned in Roginskaya earlier work15 as one of
the plausible mechanisms of DNA radioprotection by PCPs against direct radiation damage. To
the best of our knowledge, this hypothesis has never been examined experimentally. The
plausibility of such repair is based on the difference in enthalpies of bond formation for the
deoxyribose C-H bonds and the protein C-H, N-H, and O-H bonds. According to theoretical
calculations, the ±-C-H bond energy in peptides is as low as ~345 kJ/mol.136 This is significantly
lower than the weakest of all C-H deoxyribose bonds, the C1´-H bond, which is ~376 kJ/mol
according to the theoretical calculations performed by Miaskiewicz and Osman137. Thus, the
mechanism of ±-hydrogen transfer from peptide to a DNA sugar radical in a DNA-peptide
complex is thermodynamically favorable. Evidence for the formation of ±-carbon radicals in Xirradiated chromatin at 77 K has been obtained by Weiland and Hüttermann135, though the
mechanism of formation of these radicals remains unclear.
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The bond energy of a secondary C-H bond is ~390 kJ/mol138, which is higher than that of
the C1´-H bond, but is close to that of the C4´-H (389 kJ/mol50) and C5´-H (>390 kJ/mol50)
bonds, respectively. This suggests a plausible hydrogen transfer from PCAs and PCPs side
chains to DNA.
In addition, tyrosine residues of histones may play a special role in DNA protection
against oxidative damage. Histone octamer contains as many as 20 tyrosines.139 The enthalpy of
the O-H bond of the phenolic ring of tyrosine is estimated at ~371 kJ/mol based on the
theoretically calculated enthalpy of the O-H bond in phenol140, which means that tyrosine side
chains can also contribute to the repair of DNA deoxyribosyl radical by hydrogen donation.
We therefore hypothesize that DNA complex formation with PCPs or PCAs results in the
modification of pathways of DNA sugar damage by hydroxyl radicals because of the chemical
repair of deoxyribosyl radicals in DNA by hydrogen atom donation from PCPs or PCAs to DNA
deoxyribosyl radicals. This process will favor the repair of the C5´-deoxyribosyl radical first,
since this radical is the most surface-exposed and the energy of the C5´-H bond is the highest,
plausibly followed by the repair of the C4´-sugar radical, and lastly, by the repair of the C1´sugar radical, which is buried in the minor groove in dsDNA, with the energy of the C1´-H bond
being the lowest. As a result, the relative ratios of characteristic products of DNA sugar damage
by hydroxyl radicals are expected to be different in DNA-PCP or DNA-PCA complexes as
compared to naked DNA. We expect the relative yield of the characteristic product of the C1´
sugar damage, 5-MF, to dominate over the others in complexes of DNA with PCPs due to the
higher stability and lower accessibility of the C1´ sugar radical, which results in a less efficient
repair of the C1´ sugar radical by hydrogen donation from the peptide or polyamine chain.
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Specific Aims
The objectives of this work were:
1.

To design an optimal system to study the effect of DNA complex formation with

polycations on the relative yield of products of DNA sugar damage by hydroxyl radicals using
HPLC-based analysis. Requirements for such a system included the ease of sample preparation,
manipulation, and reasonable reproducibility of the results. Different forms of the complexes
were tested including dilute solutions, concentrated solutions prepared by hydration of dry films,
and suspensions.
2.

To test the hypothesis that DNA complex formation with polycations results in the

modification of pathways of DNA sugar damage by hydroxyl radicals. The ratios of DNA sugar
damage products 5-MF, Lac, and Fur as well as FBR were compared for naked DNA and for
DNA complexes with a number of polycations (see Aim 3).
3.

To test the hypothesis that DNA complex formation with polycations results in the

modification of pathways of DNA sugar damage by hydroxyl radicals because of the chemical
repair of deoxyribosyl radicals in DNA by hydrogen atom donation from polycations to
deoxyribosyl radicals.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Instrumentation, Glassware, and Other Materials
Instrumentation
A Shimadzu High Performance Liquid Chromatograph (from Shimadzu) supplied with an
autosampler, degasser, column oven, photodiode array (PDA) detector composed of a tungsten
lamp and a deuterium lamp, and analytical column (Phenomenex GeminiTM, C18, reversed phase
250 mm x 4.6 mm, 5µm) was used as the major analytical instrument for data analysis. A Cary
100 UV-visible spectrophotometer (from Agilent) was used to determine the concentration of
prepared samples. A Phillips X-ray machine from Dr. David Close’s laboratory (Department of
Physics and Astronomy, ETSU) equipped with a tungsten anode was used to generate the X-ray
radiation. A vacuum set composed of Labconco Centrivap Concentrator, Labconco Rotary Vane
Electric Pump, and a pressure gauge was used for concentrating samples. Other instrumentation
used in this research included a laboratory analytical balance, an oven, a microprocessorcontrolled hot water bath, and a vortex mixer (all from Fisher Scientific).
Glassware and Other Materials
Other important glassware and materials used in this research included beakers, Erlenmeyer
flasks, volumetric flasks, measuring cylinders, glass vials, Wheaton Ampoules, graduated
pipettes, mechanical pipettes with appropriate tips, disposable pipettes, graduated plastic vials
(1.5 mL), centrifuge tubes (50 mL and 15 mL), magnetic stirring bar, HPLC inserts (200µL), and
matched quartz cell cuvettes. Dialysis tubes (from Sigma) with a pore size of 25 Å were also
used for the procedures utilized for preparation of complexes of DNA with polypeptides.
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Reagents
Deoxyribonucleic Acid
The sodium salt of salmon testes DNA was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical
Company.
Salmon Sperm Nuclei
Salmon sperm nuclei, used for the preparation of DNA-protamine solution and
suspension were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Other Reagents
Glycine, spermine tetrahydrochloride, putrescine dihydrocloride, ethanolamine
hydrochloride, protamine sulfate, poly-L-lysine (polyLys) hydrochloride (MW per one lysine
hydrochloride = 149.45 g/mol, total MW > 30,000), 1:1 copolymer of lysine and tyrosine
(poly(Lys, Tyr)) hydrobromide (average MW per lysine-tyrosine hydrobromide = 185.95 g/mol,
total MW = 72 000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) pellets
(from Sigma Aldrich) was also used in this research as a desiccating agent for preparation of
films.

HPLC Solvents
80% (v/v) acetonitrile (CH 3 COCN) made from HPLC-grade acetonitrile (from VWR)
and HPLC-grade water (from Fisher) and 40 mM aqueous ammonium acetate made from a 4 M
stock solution of ammonium acetate (ACS reagent grade from Fisher) in HPLC-grade water
were both used for HPLC separation and analysis.
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Buffers and Solutions
Stock solutions were prepared using HPLC-grade water. A 1 M stock solution of
phosphate buffer, pH = 6.9 was made by mixing an equal volumes of 1 M stock solutions of
potassium monobasic phosphate (KH 2 PO 4 ) and potassium dibasic phosphate (K 2 HPO 4 ) (all
from Sigma). The 1 M phosphate buffer was then diluted to make a 10 mM phosphate buffer
stock solution with the same pH. This 10 mM phosphate buffer solution was used in nearly all
experimental procedures to maintain near-physiological pH. A 5 M stock solution of sodium
chloride (in HPLC-water) was used to adjust the ionic strength of some solutions when needed.
Preparation of DNA Solutions
10 mM DNA solutions (the DNA concentration here and elsewhere in this text is
expressed per DNA nucleotide) were prepared by mixing 36 mg salmon testes DNA (average
MW per nucleotide = 360 g/mol) with 10 mL of 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH = 6.9. This
mixture was allowed to stand overnight at 4oC so as to allow enough time for DNA to dissolve.
The next day, the solution was stirred gently for about 30 minutes to ensure homogeneity.
15 mM DNA solutions were also made following the procedure above, but this time with
corresponding amounts of DNA and phosphate buffer, and the concentrations were determined
spectrophotometrically. These higher concentrations of DNA solutions were used for the
preparation of DNA complexes with polypeptides or polyamines.
Other Stock Solutions
A 2 M glycine stock solution (in HPLC water) and a stock solution containing 2 M
ethanolamine hydrochloride and 1 M sodium acetate, pH = 6.9, were used to catalyze the
formation of Lac, a stable product of the C4´ pathway DNA sugar damage. The following stock
solutions were also prepared in HPLC-grade water: 2 M putrescine dihydrochloride, 100 mM
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spermine tetrahydrochloride, 100 mM polyLys, and 100 mM poly(Lys, Tyr) hydrobromide.
These were used for preparation of complexes of these polycations with DNA. A saturated stock
solution of salmon protamine sulfate (salmine) was prepared for the precipitation of DNA. All
these solutions were stored at 4oC.

Fricke Dosimetry
Fricke Dosimetry is based on the chemical conversion of Fe2+ to Fe3+ by hydroxyl
radicals produced by radiolysis of aqueous solutions. Fe3+ shows a characteristic absorption
maximum at 303 nm while Fe2+ also has some residual absorption at this wavelength. For this
reason, the difference of molar absorptivities of these two ions is required; ” [ = 2201 M-1 cm-1.
When Fricke solutions are X-irradiated, Fe3+ accumulates linearly with dose when doses are in
the range of 0 to ~400 gray (Gy), so that the slope of the plot of optical density at 303 nm vs.
time (d[OD 303 ]/dt), is proportional to the dose rate (dD/dt), where D is the irradiation dose
delivered to the solution.
100 μL of 1 mM FeSO 4 in 0.4 M H 2 SO 4 was placed into 2 mL Wheaton ampoules and
X-irradiated during time periods of 0 (control), 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 s. Each of these seven
samples was analyzed using the Cary 100 UV-vis spectrophotometer between 250 nm to 450 nm
for the accumulation of Fe3+, and the optical density of the samples was plotted as a function of
irradiation time. The regression line obtained was then used to evaluate the dose of the X-ray
instrument using Equation 2.6.The derivation of Equation 2.6 is shown below.
Applying the Lambert-Beer law, the absorbance of the Fe3+ cation may be evaluated as
shown in Equation 2.1.
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂303 = 𝜀𝜀303 × 𝑙𝑙 × [𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3+ ]
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(2.1)

Equation 2.1 can then be differentiated with respect to time to yield Equation 2.2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕303
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝜀𝜀303 × 𝑙𝑙 ×

[𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3+ ]

(2.2)

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

where 𝜕𝜕OD 303 / 𝜕𝜕t is the rate of change of absorbance with time, which stands for the slope of the
regression line obtained by plotting OD 303 vs. time, while 𝜕𝜕[Fe3+]/ 𝜕𝜕t is the rate of accumulation

of Fe3+ with time.

The rate of accumulation of Fe3+ may be written as the product of the density of the
mixture, the radiation chemical yield of Fe3+ (G(Fe3+)), and the rate of change of dose with
respect to time, 𝜕𝜕D/𝜕𝜕t:

[𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3+ ]
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝜌𝜌 × 𝐺𝐺(𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3+ ) ×

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(2.3)

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

At 298.15 K and atmospheric pressure, the density of a standard Fricke solution may be
approximated to 1 kg L-1, which is approximately the same as that of water, while the radiation
chemical yield of Fe3+ is known to be equal to 1.5 x 10-6 mol J-1.141 Substituting these values in
Equation 2.3, we obtain:
[𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3+ ]
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 1𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝐿𝐿−1 × 1.5 × 10−6 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐽𝐽−1 ×

Substituting Equation 2.4 in Equation 2.2, we obtain:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕303
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝜀𝜀303 × 𝑙𝑙 × 1𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝐿𝐿−1 × 1.5 × 10−6 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐽𝐽−1

Substituting for 𝜀𝜀 303 , 𝑙𝑙, and solving for 𝜕𝜕D/𝜕𝜕t yields
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 302.89 𝐽𝐽 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘−1 ×

Where the units J kg-1 are equivalent to gray.

(2.4)

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕303
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(2.5)

(2.6)

The data from the X-ray Fricke dosimetry were plotted, and the resulting
regression line (OD 303 = 0.0359t + 0.2852) was used to evaluate the dose rate of the X-ray
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instrument using Equation 2.6. The data and plot for OD 303 vs. time can be seen in Table 2 and
Figure 16, respectively.

Table 2: Optical Density of the Irradiated Solution as a Function of Irradiation Time

Irradiation time, s

OD 303

0

0.216

10

0.681

20

1.062

30

1.351

40

1.759

50

2.022
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y = 0.0359x + 0.2852
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Time/s

Figure 16: The Fricke dosimetry dose-response curve

Sample Preparation and X-Irradiation Procedures
Dilute Solutions Preparation and X-Irradiation Procedures
DNA Dilute Solution. A 200 µL of 10 mM DNA stock solution was placed into a 2 mL
flat-bottom Wheaton ampoule. The samples were X-irradiated at room temperature from the
bottom using an X-ray Philips tube with a tungsten anode. The tube was operated at 55 kV and
20 mA that produced a dose rate of 10.87 Gy/s (measured by Fricke dosimetry). Dilute solutions
were X-irradiated at doses from 0 Gy to 0.65 kGy.
DNA-Putrescine Dilute Solution. A 6.70 mL of 15 mM DNA, 30 µL of 2 M putrescine
dihydrochloride, and 3.27 mL of HPLC-grade water were mixed to make 10 mL final solution
containing 10 mM of DNA and 5 mM of putrescine dihydrochloride. The mixture was briefly
vortexed to ensure homogeneity, and neither precipitation nor cloudiness was observed. The final
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solution was a mixture of 1:1 charge ratio of DNA/putrescine dihydrochloride. The solution was
stored at 4oC or kept on ice when needed.

DNA or DNA-Putrescine Viscous Solution Preparation and X-Irradiation
A 200 µL of DNA stock solution (10 mM) or DNA-putrescine stock solution in
phosphate buffer, pH 6.9, were added into 2 mL flat bottom Wheaton ampoules and placed in a
mini-desiccator containing sodium hydroxide pellets. The system was placed under vacuum for
about 30 min and left overnight at 4oC for the DNA solutions to dry into films. The following
day, 20 µL of HPLC-grade water was added to the dry samples and left overnight at 4oC for the
samples to equilibrate. The following day, homogeneous viscous solutions were formed.
The samples were X-irradiated from the bottom at room temperature. DNA viscous
solutions were irradiated at doses from 0 Gy to 2.6 kGy.

DNA-Polycations Suspensions Preparation and X-Irradiation Procedures
DNA-Protamine Suspension Preparation. A 330 g of salmon testes sperm nuclei were
crushed in a mortar using a pestle, with a stepwise addition of 2 M sodium chloride solution. A
total volume 30 mL of 2 M sodium chloride solution was added. The mixture was transferred
into a 50 mL centrifuge tube and left for two days at 4oC to soak. On the third day, the sample
was filtered using a glass microfiber filter (from Whatman) to remove undissolved cell
components. The filtrate was transferred into a dialysis tube and dialyzed overnight in a cold
room (Department of Biological Sciences, ETSU) against 1 M sodium chloride in phosphate
buffer, pH 6.9. The next day, the solution was still clear, and the 1 M sodium chloride in
phosphate buffer was replaced by 800 mM sodium chloride solution in phosphate buffer, pH 6.9,
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and again dialyzed overnight in the cold room. The following day, the solution was still clear and
the 800 mM sodium chloride was replaced by a 400 mM sodium chloride solution in phosphate
buffer, pH 6.9, and the dialysis was left overnight in the cold room. The following day, the
solution in the dialysis tube was cloudy. It was then transferred into a 50 mL centrifuge tube and
10 mL of 10 mM phosphate buffer was slowly added. Formation of a fine precipitate was
observed. The sample was then centrifuged with a Labconco Centrivap Concentrator and the
supernatant was discarded. 1 mL of 10 mM phosphate buffer solution, pH 6.9, was added to the
precipitate and briefly vortexed. As a result, 1 mL of DNA-protamine suspension was obtained.
The amino acid composition of salmine is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Structural Composition of Salmine142
Amino Acids

Percent composition

Number of residues

Isoleusine

0.44

1

Alanine

0.45

1

Valine

1.40

3

Glycine

1.80

4

Serine

3.12

7

Proline

2.70

6

Arginine

89.80

50

99.71

72

Total
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DNA-PolyLys Suspension Preparation. A 5 mL of 15 mM DNA stock solution was
placed into a 15 mL centrifuge tube and 800 µL stock solution of polyLys hydrochloride was
added dropwise, with the mixture being vortexed after each addition. A fibrous precipitate of
DNA-polyLys was observed. 4.2 mL of stock solution of 5 M sodium chloride was added for the
final concentration of sodium chloride in the mixture equal to 2.1 M. The precipitate was
dissolved and a clear solution obtained due to the increased ionic strength. The mixture was
transferred into a dialysis tube and dialyzed against 0.7 M sodium chloride solution in 10 mM
phosphate buffer for 6 hours at room temperature. Formation of a fine precipitate was observed.
The mixture was transferred into a 15 mL centrifuge tube, centrifuged and the supernatant was
discarded.1 mL stock solution of 10 mM phosphate buffer was added and the sample was briefly
vortexed.1 mL DNA-polyLys suspension was thus obtained. The structure of polyLys HCl is
shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Structure of polyLys hydrochloride
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OH

Measuring the Concentration of DNA in the Suspensions. A 10 µL of the DNAprotamine/DNA-polyLys suspension was placed in a 15 mL centrifuge tube and diluted 500-fold
with a 2 M sodium chloride solution. The suspensions became clear; the precipitate dissolved
since the increase in the ionic strength of the solution decreased DNA-protamine/DNA-polyLys
electrostatic interactions. The optical density of DNA was measured spectrophotometrically.
Approximately 1 mL DNA-protamine/DNA-polyLys suspension was then diluted to make a 10
mM (in DNA nucleotides) stock solution of DNA-protamine/DNA-polyLys suspension. The
suspensions were stored at 4oC and/or on ice until needed.
DNA- Poly(Lys, Tyr) Suspension Preparation. A 5 mL of 5 M sodium chloride stock
solution was placed in a 15 mL centrifuge tube. 300 µL stock solution of 100 mM poly(Lys, Tyr)
hydrobromide was added to the sodium chloride solution and briefly vortexed. The solution
turned cloudy due to the poor solubility of poly(Lys, Tyr) hydrobromide in solutions with high
concentrations of inorganic salts. 3 mL of stock solution of 10 mM DNA was added to the
mixture and the sample was briefly vortexed to ensure homogeneity. The mixture remained
cloudy after addition of the DNA solution. The overall mixture was then transferred into a
dialysis tube and dialyzed overnight against a 10 mM stock solution of phosphate buffer at room
temperature. The next day, the mixture was centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. The
precipitate was washed with 10 mL phosphate buffer to remove any unbound poly(Lys, Tyr).
The mixture was again centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. 1 mL of 10 mM phosphate
buffer stock solution was then added to the precipitate and the sample was briefly vortexed. The
suspension was stored at 4oC and/or on ice until needed. The structure of poly(Lys, Tyr) is
shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Structure of the alternating copolymer (Lys, Tyr)

Measuring the Concentration of DNA in the Suspension. Because this suspension was not
soluble in 5 M sodium chloride, a 2 M stock solution of ethanolamine hydrochloride was used
instead of sodium chloride solution. 10 µL of the suspension was placed into a 15 mL centrifuge
tube and diluted 500-fold with a 2 M stock solution of ethanolamine hydrochloride. The mixture
was briefly vortexed to ensure homogeneity, and the mixture became clear (all visible precipitate
dissolved). The concentration of DNA was measured spectrophotometrically and approximately
1 mL of the suspension was diluted to make a 10 mM (in DNA nucleotides) poly(Lys, Tyr)
suspension. The stock suspension was stored at 4oC and/or on ice until needed. The suspension
was briefly vortexed each time before use.

DNA-Spermine Suspension Preparation. A 100 µL of 10 mM DNA stock solution was
placed into a 15-mL centrifuge tube and 10 µL of 100 mM spermine tetrahydrochloride stock
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solution was added into the tube. Formation of a fibrous precipitate was observed. 60 µL of 1 M
sodium chloride solution was added to the mixture. The precipitate dissolved completely and a
clear solution was obtained. A total of 570 µL of 10 mM phosphate buffer stock solution was
gradually added to the mixture in small aliquots. First, 15 x 20 µL aliquots were added followed
by vortexing each time. The solution became cloudy, and finally 3 x 90 µL aliquots were added
with vortexing; the solution remained cloudy. The sample was left for about 40 min at room
temperature and a fine precipitate was formed. The sample was centrifuged and the supernatant
discarded. 200 µL of 10 mM phosphate buffer solution was added to the sample followed by
brief vortexing. The sample was again centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. 100 µL of 10
mM phosphate buffer solution was added to the washed precipitate and the sample was placed on
ice prior to irradiation.
Irradiation Procedure. The suspensions were briefly vortexed when needed. 100 µL of the
suspension was X-irradiated at doses up to 2.6 kGy.

Post-Irradiation Sample Treatments
After X-irradiation, samples were subjected to post-irradiation heat treatments at 70 oC in
the presence (when required) of spermine, glycine, or ethanolamine to yield HPLC-detectable
low molecular weight sugar damage products (SDP) of Ï OH -damage to DNA. Spermine
treatment was used for naked DNA samples or for soluble DNA-polypeptide or polyamine for
quantification of the C1´ and C5´ pathways based on the analysis of the yields of 5-MF and Fur,
respectively. For suspensions, samples were heated without addition of spermine since positively
charged groups in these complexes are Lewis acids and thereby serve as catalysts for 5-MF and
Fur release. Glycine or ethanolamine treatments were used for quantification of the C4´ pathway.
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Glycine was used for naked DNA samples or for soluble DNA- polypeptide or polyamine
samples. For suspensions, ethanolamine was used for quantification of the C4´ pathway instead
of glycine. The production of low molecular weight sugar damage products was also
accompanied by release of free unaltered bases.

Quantification of C1´ and C5´ Pathways
Heat Treatment with Spermine. After irradiation, an aliquot from each sample was placed
in a labeled plastic tube and a required volume of 100 mM spermine + 40 µL uracil (used as an
HPLC internal standard) was added to yield a final concentration of spermine equal to 10 mM.
The samples were briefly vortexed and precipitates formed. The samples were then heated for 35
min in a 70oC water bath. Following heating, the samples were incubated on ice for 1 min and 10
µL saturated protamine sulfate solution was added to precipitate any unbound DNA. The
samples were again left on ice for 10 min to allow for complete precipitation. Following
complete precipitation, the samples were centrifuged for about 2 min, and the supernatant
(typically 150 µL) was transferred to HPLC vials with plastic inserts for the 5-MF, Fur, and FBR
analysis.
Heat Treatment Without Spermine. Following irradiation, samples were heated for 35
min in a 70oC water bath. 10 µL stock solution of 50 µM uracil was added to the samples after
heating and briefly vortexed to ensure homogeneity. After incubation on ice for about 2 min, 7
µL of saturated protamine sulfate was added to precipitate, remaining (if any) unbound DNA in
the suspension. The samples were incubated on ice for 10 min to allow complete precipitation of
DNA. Following complete precipitation, the samples were centrifuged for about 2 min and the
supernatant was transferred to HPLC vials with plastic inserts for 5-MF, Fur, and FBR analysis.
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Quantification of the C4´ Pathway
Heat Treatment with Glycine. After irradiation, an aliquot from each sample was placed
into a labeled plastic tube and 10% of the final volume of the stock solution of 2 M glycine + 40
µM uracil was added. The samples were briefly vortexed to ensure homogeneity and heated for
20 min in 70oC water bath. Following heating, the samples were incubated on ice for 2 min and
20 µL of saturated protamine sulfate solution was added to precipitate the DNA. The samples
were again left on ice for 10 min to allow complete precipitation of DNA. Following complete
precipitation, the samples were centrifuged for 2 min and the supernatant was transferred into
HPLC vials with plastic inserts for Lac analysis.
Heat Treatment with Ethanolamine. After irradiation, an aliquot from each sample was
placed into a labeled plastic tube and 50 µL of the stock solution of 2 M ethanolamine was
added. The samples were briefly vortexed and a clear solution was obtained (precipitates
dissolved due to the increased ionic strength). The samples were then heated for 30 min at 70oC.
Following heating, the samples were incubated on ice for 2 min and 20 µL stock solution of 50
µM uracil was added. 40 µL of saturated protamine sulfate was added, samples were briefly
vortexed, and left on ice for 10 min to allow complete precipitation of DNA. Following complete
precipitation, the samples were centrifuged for 2 min and the supernatant was transferred into
HPLC vials with plastic inserts for Lac analysis.
HPLC Analysis
A two-solvent system was used for all HPLC analysis programs consisting of 40 mM
aqueous ammonium acetate buffer (aqueous mobile phase) and 80% v/v aqueous acetonitrile
(organic mobile phase). A linear acetonitrile gradient was used to elute the products at a flow
rate of 1 mL/min, with the column temperature set at 30oC. Samples in an autosampler tray were
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incubated at 4oC. The HPLC was equipped with a two-lamp photodiode array detector (PDA)
composed of a deuterium lamp for the UV wavelength range and a tungsten filament lamp for
visible wavelength.

Separation and Analysis of Lac, 5-MF, Fur, and FBR using HPLC
For HPLC separation and analysis, 70-150 µL of supernatant was usually transferred into
a labeled HPLC vial containing a 200 µL plastic insert. The injection volumes were usually in
the range of 50-100 µL. The HPLC column was equilibrated for about 40 min with 40 mM
ammonium acetate buffer. A single conditioning run (no sample injection) was performed
immediately after equilibrating the column.
A linear gradient of 80% v/v aqueous acetonitrile from 0% to 20% over 15 min was
applied to elute all the low-molecular weight products of interest. The concentration of the
organic mobile phase was then increased to 40% to wash the column for 2 min, and then the
column was equilibrated with 40 mM ammonium acetate for 10 min. This gradient is shown in
Figure 19. These products were identified based on the comparison of their UV-vis spectra and
retention time with authentic samples.
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Figure 19: Gradient used to elute all the low-molecular weight products of interest

Analysis of HPLC Chromatograms. Uracil was used as an internal standard due to its
absence in DNA. With a known concentration of uracil in each sample, the peak areas of SDP
and FBR from HPLC chromatograms could be converted into concentrations using Equation 2.7
derived from the Lambert-Beer law.
𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋

𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈

= 𝜀𝜀𝑋𝑋,254 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 × 𝑙𝑙 ×

[𝑋𝑋]

𝜀𝜀𝑈𝑈,254 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ×𝑙𝑙×[𝑈𝑈]

= 𝜀𝜀𝑋𝑋,254 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ×

[𝑋𝑋]

𝜀𝜀𝑈𝑈,254 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ×[𝑈𝑈]

(2.7)

where A X is the area under the assigned chromatographic peak of compound X, 𝜀𝜀 is the

extinction coefficient, and [X] is the concentration of compound X. Equation 2.7 can be
rearranged to solve for [X] as shown in Equation 2.8.
[𝑋𝑋] = [𝑈𝑈] ×

𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋

𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈

×

𝜀𝜀𝑈𝑈,254 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝜀𝜀𝑋𝑋,254 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(2.8)

Extinction coefficients for each of these low-molecular weight products were determined by the
Roginskaya research group in 40 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.9, and they are summarized in
Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4: Molar Extinction Coefficients of DNA Sugar Damage Products (SDP) in 40 mM
Ammonium Acetate, pH 6.9
SDP

Molar Extinction Coefficient at 254 nm, M-1cm-1

Fur

5500

Lac

8700

5-MF

10830

Table 5: Molar Extinction Coefficients of Native DNA Bases and Uracil in 40 mM Ammonium
Acetate, pH 6.9
Bases

Molar Extinction Coefficients at 254 nm, M-1cm-1

Adenine

11990

Cytosine

5070

Guanine

9280

Thymine

6690

Uracil

7950
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dilute Solutions of DNA and DNA-Putrescine
Putrescine exists as a dication in the pH range used in this research (pH 6.9). The 1:1
charge ratio of 10 mM DNA-putrescine stock solution prepared, as described in Chapter 2, was
based on the assumption that putrescine binds to DNA using the two terminal positively charged
protonated amine groups. The interaction between DNA and putrescine is believed to be purely
electrostatic, though the exact structure of this complex is not known.143 No precipitate was
observed when putrescine was added to DNA due to the low binding affinity of putrescine to
DNA (K b ~ 1 x 10-3 M-1 143).
Hydroxyl radicals were used as the oxidant in this research. They are generated from
water with a radiation chemical yield of 0.265 µmol/J17 by radiolysis of aqueous solutions.
Aliquots of 10 mM DNA (control) and 10 mM (in DNA nucleotides) of 1:1 charge ratio of
DNA-putrescine dilute solutions were prepared and X-irradiated at doses from 0 to 0.65 kGy
(see protocol in Chapter 2). After irradiation, samples were divided into two aliquots, and one
was heat treated in the presence of spermine to catalyze the formation of 5-MF and Fur (see
Figures 10 and 11, respectively). The other aliquot was heat treated in the presence of glycine to
derivatize C4´-OAS to Lac (see Figure 12). The resulting low-molecular weight sugar damage
products (SDP), in addition to the four unaltered nucleobases and uracil were analyzed using
reverse phase HPLC. Labeled representative chromatograms are shown in Figure 20 and 21. The
control chromatograms (no irradiation, panels A and D) show the uracil peak only as expected.
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A.

B.

C.
Figure 20: HPLC representative chromagrams of X-irradiated samples of 10 mM dilute DNA.
A) catalytic heat treatment after 0 Gy of X-irradiation (control), B) glycine heat treatment after
0.65 kGy of irradiation, and C) spermine heat treatment after 0.65 kGy of irradiation.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 21: DNA-putrescine representative chromatograms. (A) glycine heat treatment after 0 Gy
of irradiation, (B) glycine heat treatment after 0.65 kGy of irradiation, and (C) spermine heat
treatment after 0.65 kGy of irradiation.
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In addition to the four nucleobases, uracil, and Lac, the chromatogram in panel E (which
represents solutions of DNA-putrescine X-irradiated and then heat treated with glycine) shows
an additional peak labeled “Put-Lac”. This “Put-Lac” stands for putrescine Lac, which is the Lac
that is formed by derivatizing C4´-OAS to Lac using putrescine. This is possible because
putrescine has two primary amine groups that bind with low affinity to DNA as judged by the
fact that no precipitate was observed after addition of putrescine to DNA. The low binding
affinity of putrescine to DNA can also be seen in chromatogram E since the peaks of 5-MF and
Fur are very low compared to their peaks in chromatogram F with the same irradiation dose. This
evidence confirms that putrescine does not bind to DNA strongly enough to be used as a catalyst
for 5-MF and Fur release (unlike spermine). We can therefore conclude that putrescine in the
DNA-putrescine compexes remains mostly in solution in its free form. This is the reason why
putrescine contributes significantly as a derivatizing agent to convert C4´-OAS into Lac.
The peaks of the individual SDP (Lac, 5-MF, and Fur), the individual FBR (adenine,
cytosine, guanine, and thymine), and uracil were integrated and the areas under the peaks were
converted into concentrations using Equation 2.8 (see Chapter 2). Several replicates were
performed (duplicates or triplicates) using the same experimental conditions for the analysis of
the yields of individual SDP, total SDP, individual FBR, and total FBR. Total SDP in this
research refers to the sum of Lac, 5-MF, and Fur, as opposed to the total SDP which also include
malondialdehyde (MDA)54 which was not quantified in this research. The resulting data were
statistically analyzed and the average concentrations of the individual SDP, the total SDP, and
total FBR were plotted against the radiation dose. The peak areas of Lac from glycine and Lac
from putrescine were summed up and converted into the total concentration of Lac using the
extinction coefficient of Lac from glycine. This summation was based on the assumption that
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since both types of lactams contain the same aromatic ring, which is mainly responsible for the
absorption of light, it is reasonable to assume that both products have nearly the same extinction
coefficients.
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B.Figure 22: A plot of average concentrations of individual SDP, total SDP, and FBR as a
function of X-irradiation dose. (A) DNA dilute solution (control), (B) DNA-putrescine dilute
solution.
As can be observed in the plots in Figure 22, there is linear accumulation of FBR, of
individual SDP, and consequently of total SDP as a function of X-irradiation dose when the dose
does not exceed 650 Gy. In each case where the error bars are not visible, it means they are
smaller than the symbol used. The radiation chemical yields (in nmol/J) were calculated from the
slopes of the regression lines in Figure 22 by approximating the density of the solutions to that of
water (1 g/mL). The relative contribution of each SDP analyzed in this research was calculated
as the percent ratio of the radiation chemical yield of each individual SDP and the radiation
chemical yield of the total SDP. The ratios obtained were therefore intepreted as the percent
contribution of each sugar damage pathway. Radiation chemical yields and percent contributions
of each characteristic product of sugar damage are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6: Radiation Chemical Yields and Percent Contributions of Individual SDP in DNA
(control) and DNA-Putrescine Dilute Solutions
Radiation chemical yield (nmol/J)

Percent contribution (%)

DNA damage
DNA (control)

DNA-putrescine

DNA (control)

DNA-putrescine

products
Lac

29.0

12.0

54.7

54.5

5-MF

14.0

6.0

26.4

27.3

Fur

10.0

4.0

18.4

18.2

SDP

53.0

22.0

N/A

N/A

FBR

84.0

49.0

N/A

N/A

The yields of FBR are usually used as an internal benchmark of DNA strand breaks due
to the fact that the majority of free radical-initiated damages to the DNA sugar backbone are
capable of destabilizing the glycosidic bond49 and cause the release of an unaltered free base and
a damaged DNA sugar, which later can be converted into a strand break.49,54 It is therefore
understandable that the yield of FBR should be greater than the yield of total SDP measured in
this research since not all DNA sugar damage products were analyzed in the present work (for
example, MDA).
There is a significant decrease in the radiation chemical yield of total SDP (22 nmol/J)
and FBR (49 nmol/J) in DNA-putrescine samples compared to that observed with free DNA
samples (53 nmol/J for SDP and 84 nmol/J for FBR). The latter values are in good agreement
with earlier published radiation chemical yields on individual products in solutions of naked
DNA.54 The yield of total SDP in DNA-putrescine samples is about 2.3-fold lower than the yield
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in free DNA samples, which indicates that putrescine does protect DNA from the attack of
hydroxyl radicals.
The percent contributions of individual SDP to the total SDP were plotted as column bars
(Figure 23).

A.

G(SDP) = 53 nmol/J

B.

G(SDP) = 22.6 nmol/J

Figure 23: Bar plots of the percent contributions of individual SDP to the total SDP in (A) DNA
(control) and (B) DNA-putrescine
It is obvious that production of Lac dominates in these systems, followed by 5-MF, and
lastly Fur. These results match the order for the preferential site for hydrogen abstraction, C4´>
C1´>C5´, as observed in experiments with X-ray-generated hydroxyl radicals performed by
Roginskaya’s research group.54 The percent contributions of individual SDP in free DNA
solutions and in DNA-putrescine solutions are very similar, though the radiation chemical yield
of the total SDP in DNA-putrescine complex (22.6 nmol/J) is more than 2-fold lower compared
to that observed with naked DNA (53 nmol/J). Due to the reported inability of putrescine to
efficiently bind and compact DNA114, the protection of DNA in this case is solely attributed to
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scavenging of hydroxyl radicals by putrescine in the bulk. This results in a decrease of the
steady-state concentration of hydroxyl radicals. Modification of individual pathways of DNA
sugar damage is therefore not expected.
In summary, with the decrease in the yields of total SDP and no variation in percent
contribution of individual sugar damage pathways on going from free DNA to DNA-putrescine
solutions, the protection of DNA in this system can be attributed to hydroxyl radical scavenging
by putrescine in the bulk.

DNA and DNA-Putrescine Concentrated Solutions
DNA and DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions were prepared as described in the
protocol in Chapter 2. Concentrated solutions contain very low amount of water (compared to
dilute solutions), and therefore higher doses of irradiation were required. Concentrated solutions
were X-rayed at doses from 0 Gy to 2.6 kGy. Chromatograms were similar to those of DNA and
DNA-putrescine dilute solutions. The average concentrations of individual SDP, total SDP, and
FBR were plotted as a function of irradiation dose and the plots are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Plots of average concentrations of individual SDP, total SDP, and FBR for (A)
concentrated solution of DNA (control) and (B) concentrated solution of DNA-putrescine
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3000

The obsarance of error bars in some series means that the size of error bars are smaller
than the size of the symbol used. All plots in Figure 24 show that there is a linear dose
dependence of the yields of individual SDP, total SDP, and FBR for the irradiation doses up to
2.6 kGy. The slopes of the regression lines were not converted into radiation chemical yields for
concentrated solutions since the density of the concentrated solution could not be approximated
to that of water. The percent contributions were then calculated as the percent ratios of the slope
of the corresponding SDP and the slope of the total SDP. The slopes of the regression lines and
percent contributions of each individual SDP to the total SDP are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7: The Slopes of Individual SDP, Total SDP, and FBR and Percent Contributions of each
SDP to the Total SDP in Concentrated Solutions
Slope (μM/Gy)

Percent contribution (%)

DNA damage
DNA

DNA-putrescine

DNA

DNA-putrescine

products
Lac

1.3 x 10-3

4 x 10-4

68.4

44.9

5-MF

5.0 x 10-3

4 x 10-4

26.3

44.9

Fur

10 x 10-4

9 x 10-5

5.30

10.1

SDP

1.9 x 10-3

8.9 x 10-4

N/A

N/A

FBR

5.3 x 10-3

2.8 x 10-3

N/A

N/A
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The percent contributions of each individual SDP to the total SDP are plotted Figure 25.

A.

B.

Figure 25: Bar plots of the percent contribution of individual SDP to the total SDP in (A) DNA
concentrated solutions (control), and (B) DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions

Comparison of the percent contribution of individual SDP to the total SDP in dilute DNA
solutions and concentrated solutions shows that there is a shift of relative roles of individual
pathways of SDP. While the percent contribution of the C1´ pathway remains essentially the
same (based on the comparison of the percent yields of 5-MF), there is a pronounced decrease in
the percent contribution of the C5´ pathway (based on the comparison of the percent yields of
Fur), from 18.4% in dilute solutions to 5.3% in concentrated solutions by the expense of the
increase in the percent contribution of the C4´ pathway (based on the comparison of the percent
yields of Lac), from 54.7% in dilute solutions to 68.4 % in concentrated solutions.
DNA aggregation can be considered as one of plausible mechanisms of protection of the
most surface-exposed C5´ position of the DNA deoxyribose ring. It is generally accepted that
DNA aggregation occurs when about 90% of the phosphate groups are neutralized.118 This
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neutralization of DNA negative charges by cations such as sodium ions minimizes the repulsion
force between the DNA molecules and allows them to come together to form aggregates.
Aggregation of DNA, limits the number of attack sites available to hydroxyl radicals due to
reduced surface accessibility and therefore constitutes the DNA “self-protection mechanism”.
We can also hypothesize that in aggregated forms of DNA, the C4„-position of one DNA
molecule is close enough to the C5„-position of another DNA molecule to allow the C4„hydrogen to be transferred to the C5„-radical, which is a thermodynamically favorable process
since the enthalpy of the C-H bond at the C5„ is the highest among other C-H bonds in DNA
deoxyribose.50
Also, the misbalance between the yields of FBR and total SDP becomes more
pronounced in concentrated DNA solutions, with FBR/SDP ratio of ~ 1.6 in dilute solutions and
~ 2.8 in concentrated DNA solutions. This means that the assumed stoichiometric ratio of the 1:1
for free base:SDP product is distorted even more upon concentrating the DNA solutions. This
can occur when low-molecular SDP (5-MF, Lac, and Fur) or their DNA-bound precursors (dL,
C4´-OAS, or 5-Ald) participate in some side reactions, which decrease the effective
concentrations of these sugar damage end products or their intermediates. We can hypothesize
that in X-irradiated DNA aggregates formed in concentrated DNA solutions, aldehyde and
ketone groups of oxidized DNA lesions can undergo Schiff reactions with amino groups of
purines or cytosine of neighboring DNA to form intramolecular crosslinks. Alternatively, free
low-molecular SDP can react via the same mechanism. Reaction of Fur with adenines in DNA to
form N6-furfuryladenine, commonly known as kinetin, a hormone with cytokinin acitivity and
antiaging effects, is well-known.144
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The results with DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions show about 2-fold decrease in
the yields of total SDP (8.9 x 10-4) as compared to that observed with naked DNA (1.9 x 10-3)
concentrated solutions. As in dilute solutions, this protection effect is most likely attributed to
hydroxyl radical scavenging by putrescine molecules in the bulk. In addition, the percent
contribution of individual SDP in DNA-putrescine concentrated solution is different from that
observed with dilute solutions and DNA concentrated solution. There is a pronounced growth of
the contribution of the C1„ pathway in DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions (based on the
relative percent yield of 5-MF), so that the percent contributions of Lac and 5-MF become equal.
This significant increase of the relative contribution of 5-MF, led us to the conclusion that there
must be an additional DNA protection mechanism involved in concentrated solutions of DNAputrescine other than the DNA self-protection through aggregation and hydroxyl radical
scavenging mechanisms.
The bond energy of a secondary C-H bond is ~390 kJ/mol138, which is higher than that of
the C1´-H bond (~376 kJ/mol), but is close to that of the C4´-H (389 kJ/mol) and C5´-H (>390
kJ/mol) bonds.50 This suggests a plausible hydrogen transfer from putrescine C-H groups to
DNA 2-deoxyribosyl radicals. This hydrogen transfer process will be inefficient for the
C1´radical due to the low accessibility of the C1´ position (deeply buried into the DNA minor
groove) and the lower energy bond of the C1´-H bond. The C5´ and C4´ radicals will
consequently be preferentially repaired by this hydrogen transfer process . It is interesting that
the relative role of the C5´ damage pathway (based on the yields of Fur) has somewhat increased
in DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions compared to DNA concentrated solutions. It is
possible that in the absence of putrescine, DNA “self-protects” its C5´ positions more efficiently.
Again, this can be attributed to the C4´ to C5´ intermolecular hydrogen transfer mechanism.
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With putrescine shielding DNA molecules and hence decreasing their intermolecular interaction,
this intermolecular hydrogen transfer process is suppressed.
The question why this hydrogen transfer process is not observed in DNA-putrescine
dilute solutions may be answered by considering increased concentrations of putrescine and
DNA in concentrated solutions as compared to dilute solutions, which favors formation of DNAputrescine complexes. For the repair mechanism to be efficient, hydrogen transfer needs to occur
faster than oxygen addition to the 2-deoxyribosyl radicals. Otherwise, oxygen addition will result
in formation of more permanent DNA sugar lesions (see Figures 7, 8, and 9 in Chapter 1).
To summarize, hydrogen transfer from putrescine to DNA 2-deoxyribosyl radicals has
been demonstrated experimentally for the first time as a plausible DNA repair mechanism in
DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions. It was therefore necessary to perform more experiments
with positively charged polycations to confirm this assertion. Effective distance between DNA
and polycations seems to be a very important factor to consider in this hydrogen transfer process.
It is therefore necessary to explore other DNA-polycations preparation methods, that will
maximize this parameter.

DNA-Polycation Suspensions
Natural and synthetic polyamines and synthetic polymers (for example, polyLys) have
been widely used to condense DNA into nanoparticles for DNA delivery in gene therapy.145 It is
well known that these species condense DNA into nanoparticles in dilute solution.146-148 This
efficient condensation of DNA by these polycations shows the strong interaction of DNA and
these polycations. The DNA-polycation suspensions prepared in this research can therefore be
considered as nanoparticles suspended in aqueous solution.
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Spermine (see Figure 15) is a stronger binder to DNA than putrescine with an
approximate binding constant of 3 x 10-2 M-1 compared to 1 x 10-3 M-1 for putrescine.143
Spermine exists as a quaternary cation in the range of pH 6.9, used in this research. DNAspermine suspension was prepared by mixing 10 mM DNA with an excess of spermine (10 mM)
to form a precipitate. The precipitate was then dissolved by increasing the ionic strength of the
mixture and then the samples were gradually diluted to decrease ionic strength of the solutions
until DNA-spermine suspensions were formed (see Chapter 2 for details).
DNA-protamine suspensions were prepared by extraction from salmon sperm nuclei,
followed by a series of dialysis as described by the protocol in Chapter 2. Salmon protamine,
generally known as salmine, is an oligopeptide made of 72 amino acids with 89.8% being
arginine residues (see Table 3 in Chapter 2). So protamine can be visualized as a chain of
positively charged arginine groups that can interact with the negatively charged phosphodiester
groups of the DNA backbone by electrostatic interactions. It is well known that protamine
replaces histones during spermiogenesis and compacts DNA more than histones proteins.89 It is
therefore understandable that at low ionic strength and high enough concentration of protamine
(1:1 charge ratio of DNA/arginine), precipitation of the DNA-protamine complex should be
observed.149 Precipitation of DNA was also observed with PolyLys at a 1:1 charge ratio149 which
is the reason why DNA and polyLys were mixed in a 1:1 charge ratio to prepare the suspension
in this research. The ionic strength of the mixture was increased using a 5 M sodium chloride
solution to dissolve the precipitate, followed by dialysis against 0.7 M sodium chloride solution
to make the suspension.
DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) suspensions were prepared by mixing 1:2 mole ratio of DNA/amino
acid residues (Lys, Tyr) in a 5 M sodium chloride solution. This 1:2 mole ratio was selected
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based on the work done by Santella et al.150 They reported that the complex is completely
soluble until the input ratio reaches 2 amino acids residues per DNA nucleotide and precipitation
occurs. At this ratio there is one Lys and one Tyr per DNA nucleotide, so there is 1:1 charge
ratio. Since the poly(Lys, Tyr) copolymer is not soluble in 5 M sodium chloride solution, it was
first added to 5 M sodium chloride solution and formation of a suspension was observed. The
DNA solution was then added to the suspension and the mixture was dialyzed against 10 mM
phosphate buffer solution. The idea was that as sodium chloride diffuses out of the dialysis
membrane, the copolymer will become soluble and will bind to DNA to form the DNApoly(Lys, Tyr) suspension.
DNA-spermine, DNA-protamine, DNA-polyL, and DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) suspensions
were X-irradiated at doses from 0 Gy to 2.6 kGy. Following irradiation, samples used for the
analysis of 5-MF and Fur were directly heated, without addition of spermine (since the
polycations bound to DNA in these suspensions serve as catalysts of 5-MF and Fur release),
while the samples used for the analysis of Lac were heat treated with appropriate amount of
ethanolamine hydrochloride (see Chapter 2) to derivatize C4„-OAS into Lac. Ethanolamine
hydrochloride was used as a derivatizing agent instead of glycine in these experiments since,
unlike zwitterionic glycine, ethanolamine forms a positively charged ion in solution, so it binds
DNA more efficiently than glycine and hence can more efficiently compete for DNA with a
polycation complexed with DNA. The yield of Lac using ethanolamine as a derivatizing agent is
similar to that observed with glycine54, which made ethanolamine the reagent of choice for the
derivatization of C4„-OAS to Lac for DNA-polycations suspensions. The resulting preparations
were analyzed by HPLC. Representative chromatograms are shown in Figure 26.
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A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 26: Representative HPLC chromatograms for DNA-spermine and DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr)
suspensions. (A) DNA-spermine, (B) DNA-spermine ethanolamine, (C) DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr),
and (D) DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) ethanolamine. All heat treated after 3 min of X-irradiation.
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Panels A and B in Figure 26 were obtained with DNA-spermine suspension.
Chromatograms for DNA-protamine and DNA-polyLys suspensions look similar to those of
DNA-spermine (not shown). The Lac formed from ethanolamine (EA Lac, Figure 26, panel B)
elutes with retention time close to Fur.54 Fur is completely absent in these samples of DNApolycation suspensions as can be seen in chromatograms A and C, so that the EA Lac peak is not
interfered by Fur. It is remarkable that Lac is completely absent in the sample of DNA-poly(Lys,
Tyr) as can be observed in chromatogram D, so that 5-MF is the only SDP produced in DNApoly(Lys, Tyr) suspensions. Release of free bases is also reduced in in DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr)
suspensions.
Chromatographic peaks were integrated and the peak areas were converted into
concentration using Equation 2.8. The average concentrations of individual SDP, total SDP, and
FBR were plotted as a function of irradiation dose and the results are shown in Figure 27. For
clarity purposes, the plots of total SDP and FBR are shown separately from those of individual
SDP, with the exception of DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr), since 5-MF is the only SDP produced in this
system.
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Figure 27: Plots of average concentration of DNA damage products as a function of irradiation
dose. Individual SDP for: (A) DNA-spermine suspension, (C) DNA-protamine suspension, and
(E) DNA-polyLys suspension. Total SDP and FBR for: (B) DNA-spermine, (D) DNAprotamine, (F) DNA-polyLys, and (G) DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr).

It is noteworthy that FBR as a function of irradiation dose deviates from linearity for all
DNA-polycation suspensions, as opposed to the linear dose dependence for DNA-polycation
solutions. This nonlinearity likely indicates the occurrence of secondary side reactions with
participation of the DNA free bases. The most straightforward explanation is that when free
bases are released from DNA-polycation nanoparticles into the bulk, they act as scavengers of
hydroxyl radicals, so that the effective concentration of free base in the solution is decreased.
This phenomenon is not observed in homogeneous solutions of DNA, since in these solutions,
DNA molecules efficiently compete for hydroxyl radicals. Table 8 summarizes the slopes of the
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regression lines of individual SDP and total SDP and the percent contribution of each individual
SDP to the total SDP for DNA-spermine, DNA-protamine, and DNA-polyLys.
Data for the samples of DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) suspensions were not included in Table 8
because both 5-MF and FBR accumulate nonlinearly with dose. Lac also saturates in the sample
of DNA-polyLys suspension, but the total SDP in this sample accumulates nearly linearly with
irradiation dose. The slope of Lac was therefore estimated as the difference between the slope of
total SDP and the slope of 5-MF. The resulting slope was used to evaluate a rough estimate of
the percent contribution of Lac in this sample of DNA-polyLys suspension.
The percent contribution of each SDP to the total SDP for DNA (control), DNAspermine, DNA-protamine, DNA-polyLys, and DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) were plotted as column
bars and the results are shown in Figure 28. Since it was not possible to prepare naked DNA
suspensions, the results for DNA dilute solutions were used as a control in these experiments.
Though the direct comparison of the absolute yields of SDP in these suspension samples with
those observed with dilute solution of DNA is not possible, it is useful to compare relative
contributions of individual SDP products.
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Table 8: Slopes of the Regression Lines of Individual SDP and Total SDP and Percent
Contributions of Individual SDP to the Total SDP for the DNA-Spermine, DNA-Protamine, and
DNA-PolyLys Suspensions
Slope (μM/Gy)

Percent contribution (%)

DNA

DNA

DNA
dilute

DNA-

DNA-

DNA-

dilute

DNA-

DNA-

solution

spermine

protamine

polyLys

solution

spermine

protamine

damage
products
(control)

(control)

Lac

2.9 x 10-2

2.0 x 10-3

1.4 x 10-3

4.7 x 10-3 *

54.7

33.3

29.8

5-MF

1.4 x 10-2

4 x 10-3

3.3 x 10-3

5.2 x 10-3

26.4

66.7

70.2

Fur

1 x 10-2

0

0

0

18.4

0

0

SDP

5.3 x 10-2

6.0 x 10-3

4.7 x 10-3

9.9 x 10-3

N/A

N/A

N/A

*Estimate of the percent contribution of Lac for the DNA-polyLys suspension based on the
percent contribution of SDP.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 28 (continued on the next page)
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E

Figure 28: Bar plots of the percent contributions of individual SDP to the total SDP in (A) DNA
dilute solution (control), (B) DNA-spermine suspension, (C) DNA-protamine suspension, (D)
DNA-polyLys suspension, and (E) DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) suspension

It is obvious from Figure 28 that there is a pronounced increase of the contribution of the
C1„ pathway (based on the yields of 5-MF) on going from naked DNA (26.4 %) to DNApolycation suspensions, with the growth of the percent contribution of the C1„ pathway in the
order: DNA-polyLys (52.5%) < DNA-spermine (66.7 %) ~ DNA-protamine (70.2 %) < DNApoly(Lys, Tyr) (100%). This growth of the role of the C1„ pathway is accompanied by the
concomitant decrease of the role of the C4„ pathway (based on the yields of Lac). The percent
contribution of the C5„ pathway (based on the yields of Fur) drops from 18.4% in naked DNA
solution to practically 0% in all DNA-polycation suspensions. These results are in agreement
with our general hypothesis that polycations tightly bound to DNA can repair DNA sugar
radicals by hydrogen donation. C5„ radicals are the easiest to repair because of their surface
accessibility and the highest energy of the C5„-H bond. This explains why production of Fur is
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completely suppressed in DNA-polycation suspensions. C1„ radicals are the hardest to repair,
because of their surface non-accessibility and the lowest energy of the C1„-H bond. So the
percent contribution of the C1„ significantly increases in DNA-polycation suspensions. C4„
radicals are also sufficiently exposed and are relatively easy to repair thermodynamically,
therefore the contribution of the C4„ pathway is decreased in DNA-polycation suspensions as
compared to the C1„ pathway.
Lac and Fur were totally absent in the samples of DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) suspensions (as
shown in Figure 28, panel E), so 5-MF was the only SDP observed. The total disappearance of
Lac in this case can be explained by the presence of an efficient hydrogen donor, tyrosine, in the
polypeptide chain of poly(Lys, Tyr), so that the repair of C4„ and C5„ radicals is so efficient
that the products of these two pathways become non-detectable by our HPLC analysis.
It was earlier predicted (in Chapter 1) that ±-hydrogens of peptide bond and possibly
hydrogens from secondary C-H bonds of amino acid side chain in polypeptides or from
secondary C-H bonds in spermine and putrescine can be used for the repair of DNA radical by
polypeptides and polyamines. Donation of ±-hydrogens of peptide bonds is much more
thermodynamically favorable than hydrogens of a secondary C-H bond. Polyamines do not have
peptide bonds and hence lack easily abstractable ±-hydrogens of peptide bonds present in
polypeptides. With this assumption, it is expected that, the relative yields of SDP in DNAprotamine and DNA-polyLys suspensions to be different from that observed with DNA-spermine
suspensions. A more efficient repair of the C4„ radicals was expected in DNA-protamine and
DNA-polyLys suspensions as compared to the DNA-spermine suspensions. The result of this
more efficient repair would be a decrease in contribution of Lac than of 5-MF in DNApolypeptide suspensions as compared to DNA-polyamine suspensions. However, this effect was
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not observed when comparing the Lac-to-5-MF ratios in DNA-protamine and in DNA-spermine
suspensions; they are approximately the same, though the data for DNA-spermine suspensions
show a significant error bar (Figure 28 B), which makes these experimental data less reliable.
PolyLys and protamine, two similar peptides, do not show similar Lac-to-5-MF ratios as
expected. PolyLys shows a lower efficiency in repair of C4„ radicals as compared to protamine
(compare panels C and D in Figure 28). However, interpretation of results for DNA-polyLys
suspensions is complicated by the nonlinear dose response of Lac (Figure 27 E). It is not clear
why the accumulation of Lac is not linear for DNA-polyLys suspensions and why the results for
DNA-protamine and DNA-polyLys suspensions are so different if one visualizes protamine and
polyLys as polypeptide chains in which most of side chains (or all of them as in polyLys) are
positively charged. However, one should consider differences between polyLys and protamine.
Protamine is a polypeptide containing 89.8% of arginine, which has positively charged
guanidinium groups142 while polyLys has positively charged amine groups, -NH 3 +. It has been
reported that the presence of neutral groups in protamine reduces the binding affinity of arginines
residues to DNA as compared to polyarginine (polyArg).151 PolyArg is such a stronger DNA
binder that our attempts to make suspensions of DNA-polyArg were not successful: DNApolyArg complex has a strong tendency to aggregate and to precipitate. PolyLys is a stronger
DNA binder than protamine. It is possible that strong electrostatic interaction of -NH 3 + of
polyLys with the negatively charged phosphodiester group of DNA positions the polyLys side
chain closer to DNA deoxyribose, which facilitates DNA sugar radical repair by hydrogen
transfer from C-H groups of side chain and reduces the accessiblity of the ±-hydrogens of the
peptide bond to DNA sugar radicals. Also, it cannot be excluded that a stronger interaction of
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polyLys with DNA than protamine results in formation of larger particles of DNA-polyLys
complexes and that these morphological changes affect the relative yields of DNA SDP .
In summary, the variation in the SDP on going from naked DNA to DNA-putrescine
concentrated solution, DNA-spermine, DNA-protamine, DNA-polyLys, and DNA-poly(Lys,
Tyr) is a good indication that hydrogen transfer may play a part in DNA repair processes in
biological system.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

Histones and non-histone proteins, protamine, biogenic polyamines, and synthetic
positively charged polypeptides have long been shown to protect DNA from hydroxyl radicalinduced damage both in vivo and in vitro.106-108 Understanding the mechanism of DNA
protection by these DNA binders can greatly help in advancing preventive and treatment
methods for diseases related to the accumulation of DNA damages. Mechanisms of DNA
protection by DNA-binding polycations proposed in the literature include scavenging of
hydroxyl radicals, DNA compaction and aggregation (PICA effect), and repair of DNA holes by
electron transfer. Although a significant bulk of information exists in support of the first three
mechanisms, until now there was no experimental evidence supporting one more plausible
mechanism: repair of DNA free radicals by hydrogen donation from polycations. The aim of the
present work was to obtain experimental evidences of this hydrogen transfer mechanism by
HPLC-based analysis of relative ratios of DNA sugar damage products. Data presented in
Chapter 3 led to the following conclusions:
1. The overall decrease in the yields of total SDP and FBR on going from naked DNA dilute
solutions to DNA-putrescine dilute solutions was observed, though the relative ratios of
individual products of DNA sugar damage remained unchanged. This indicates an
insignificant, if any, contribution of the hydrogen transfer process in DNA
radioprotection in these systems. Radioprotection of DNA by putrescine was attributed
to scavenging of hydroxyl radicals by putrescine as the major mechanism, in agreement
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with the observation of Newton et al.114 This correlates with the low binding constant of
putrescine to DNA.
2.

In a search for an optimized method of preparing DNA-polycation complexes,
concentrated solutions of DNA and DNA-putrescine were prepared by hydration of dry
films. For the first time a shift in relative contributions of pathways of DNA sugar
damage was observed for DNA-putrescine concentrated solutions, with the significant
increase in the role of the C1„ pathway (from 26.3 % in naked DNA to 44.9 % in DNAputrescine complexes). This increase may be attributed to preferential repair of more
surface exposed C4„ and C5„ radicals by hydrogen donation from C-H bonds in
putrescine as compared to much less surface accessible C1„ radicals. Aggregation of
DNA molecules in concentrated solutions of naked DNA, even in the absence of
putrescine, results in modification of the relative contributions of the pathways of DNA
sugar damage as compared to dilute naked DNA solutions, with a decrease in the
contribution of the C5„ pathway (from 18.9% in DNA dilute solutions to 5.30 % in DNA
concentrated solutions) at the expense of the increase in the contribution of the C4„
pathway (from 54.7 % in DNA dilute solutions to 68.4 % in DNA concentrated
solutions). This might be explained by the occurrence of the thermodynamically
favorable process of intermolecular hydrogen transfer from a C4„ position of deoxyribose
ring in one DNA molecule to the C5„ radical in the neighboring DNA molecule when
DNA molecules are aggregated in concentrated solutions of naked DNA.

3. Nanoparticle suspensions of DNA-polycation complexes were prepared for the following
polycations: protamine, spermine, polyLys, and poly(Lys, Tyr) using either dialysis with
the gradual decrease of ionic strength of the solution or gradual dilution of DNA99

polycation mixtures. For all suspensions, significant modification of the relative
contributions of the final products of DNA sugar damage was observed as compared to
naked DNA, with the increase of the contribution of the C1„ pathway of DNA sugar in
the order naked DNA (26.4%) < DNA-polyLys (52.5%) < DNA-spermine (66.7 %) <
DNA-protamine (70.2 %) < DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr) (100%). This increase in the role of the
C1„ pathway was accompanied by the concomitant decrease in the role of the C4„
pathway and complete disappearance of the C5„ pathway. For DNA-poly(Lys, Tyr)
suspensions, even the C4„ pathway disappeared leaving the C1„ pathway as the only route
of DNA sugar damage. These findings indicate that in DNA-polycation complexes there
is significant protection of the surface-exposed C4„ and C5„ sites of DNA sugar,
especially of the C5„ site, and the lack of protection of the C1„ sites hidden in the DNA
minor groove. This protection is in agreement with the general hypothesis that DNA
sugar radicals in complexes of DNA with polycations can be repaired by hydrogen
transfer from polycations.
4. No correlation between the presence of easily abstractable alpha hydrogens in peptide
bonds and the efficiency of repair of DNA sugar radicals was experimentally observed
since spermine, a polyamine lacking peptide bonds, shows a level of protection of the C4„
comparable with polypeptides protamine and polyLys. However, it appears that the
presence of an additional good hydrogen donor, the phenolic OH group in the tyrosine
side chain of the poly(Lys, Tyr) copolymer, significantly facilitates repair of surfaceaccessible DNA sugar radicals, so that even the C4„ pathway is completely suppressed in
DNA- poly(Lys, Tyr) suspensions.
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To summarize, a significant modification of pathways of DNA sugar damage by hydroxyl
radicals in complexes of DNA with polycations supports the hypothesis that hydrogen transfer
from polycations to DNA may play a significant role in the DNA protection mechanism in
biological systems.
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